Tim Nummy
Assignment 2 Analysis
preface:
My development environment consists of the Anaconda python 2.7 package which includes
the scipy and numpy packages. I added the opencv package for python 2.7 as well. This
project was completed using Sublime2 text editor and the Anaconda console to run the .py
programs.
I tried several methods for most of these problems to either reinforce that I was getting the
correct answer to try to optimize the function. Most of my work was done in a separate test file
that I called scratchwork.py and another file called my_image.py to manupliate the picture I
chose. The image I chose is (916x916) with an average grayscale color value of 112. Only the
code required to return the correct response was saved into the assignment2.py file.

This is the image that I used to manipulate and converted to grayscale::

numberOfPixels:
I approached this problem in a couple different ways. At first, in my scratchwork.py file I was
loading the image and using the .size attribute to determine the size of the image. This
provided a value of 8386560 or roughly 8.4MP.
>>>print image.size
8386560
This didn’t seem unreasonable but to double check, I used the .shape attribute to look at the
shape of the image which returned (1365, 2048, 3).
>>>print image.shape
(1365, 2048, 3)
I then multiplied the row and column dimensions together to get a pixel count of the image
and it returned 2795520, or roughly 2.8MP, significantly smaller than the 8.4MP previously
determined.
>>>imageShape = image.shape
>>>x = imageShape[0]
>>>y = imageShape[1]
>>>print x*y
2795520
This discrepancy was due to the image being imported as a color image despite the fact that it
is a grayscale image. My import function was missing the IMREAD_GRAYSCALE argument.
Because of this, the image size was multiplying the number of pixels by the number of
channels in each pixel.
Once the force grayscale argument was added, I retried the .size attribute and it then returned
the correct 2795520 value.

averagePixel:
This was determined using the np.sum function and then dividing it by the previously used
.size attribute which returned a value of 110 as the average color value in the matrix.
>>>print np.sum(image)/image.size
110
To confirm this was correct, I tested it by using the np.average function that we could not use
as our answer.
>>>print np.average(image)
110.061473715
With a returned value of just over 110, this confirmed that my answer was correct with only a
small rounding error.

convertToBlackAndWhite
:
This was the most difficult of the functions to create because I wanted to come up with a
function that was fast, simple, and could easily be used on different images without using the
forbidden cv2.threshold functions.
My first method was slow, but worked using nested while loops.
>>>x = 0
>>>while x < 916:
>>> y = 0
>>> while y < 916:
>>>
if image[x,y] > 128:
>>>
image[x,y] = 255
>>>
else:
>>>
image[x,y] = 0
>>>
y=y+1
>>> x = x + 1
The other problem with this method other than the speed was that it couldn’t convert different
sized images without changing the loop limits.
Next I tried a similar loop.
>>>for i, value in enumerate(image)
>>> if value[i] > 128:
>>>
valuege[i] = 255
>>> else:
>>>
value[i] = 0
This ran much faster and fixed the image size issue but due to the way the numpy array is
converted to a python list, each row in the numpy array became an array in each value of the
list. This caused the function to only change the value on the diagonal of the original array.
In search for a better solution, I was able to refine this function to an even simpler and faster
solution.
>>>imageBW = (image > 128)*255
This converts the array into a boolean array based on the condition if the value is above 128,
it is marked as 1, otherwise it is marked as 0. Then it is multiplied by 255 which any values of
1 are then changed to 1*255 or 255 and values of 0 are changed to 0*255 remain 0.
The resulting output is:

averageTwoImages
:
This was simply done by dividing the two image arrays by 2 and then adding them together.
>>>imageAverages = (image/2 + imageFlip/2)
Which provided the output:

Initially, my arithmetic was such that the output was not as expected;
>>>imageAverages = (image + imageFlip)/2

Which proivded the unexpected output of:

flipHorizontal
:
Numpy has an attribute that will flip an array across the horizontal axis.
>>>imageFlip = np.fliplr(image)
Which quickly provides the following “mirrored” output.

additionalInformation
:
my_image.py
# Used to import and manipulate an image of my choice
# for assignment2 in CS 6475  Spring 2015
import cv2
import numpy as np
image = cv2.imread('/users/tnummy/Desktop/assignment2/me.jpg',
cv2.IMREAD_GRAYSCALE)
cv2.imwrite('me_grayscale.jpg', image)
print image.size
print np.sum(image)/image.size
imageBW = (image > 128)*255
cv2.imwrite('me_bw.jpg', imageBW)
imageFlip = np.fliplr(image)
cv2.imwrite('me_flip.jpg', imageFlip)
imageAverages = (image/2 + imageFlip/2)
cv2.imwrite('me_average.jpg', imageAverages)

Terminal Output:

scratchwork.py
# Used to test function ideas and general scratch work
# for assignment2 in CS 6475  Spring 2015
import cv2
import numpy as np
image = cv2.imread('/users/tnummy/Desktop/assignment2/test_image.jpg',
cv2.IMREAD_GRAYSCALE)
image2 = cv2.imread('/users/tnummy/Desktop/assignment2/test_image_2.jpg',
cv2.IMREAD_GRAYSCALE)
cv2.imwrite('test_image_grayscale.jpg', image)
imageShape = image.shape
x = imageShape[0]
y = imageShape[1]
imageSize = x*y
print "\nImage type:"
print "Type 1: %s"%type(image)
print "Type 2: %s"%type(image2)
print "\nCalculated image size:"
print image.size
print "\nFunction image size:"
print "Size of cv2.imread(): %s"%image.size
print "Numpy size of image: %s"%np.size(image)
print "\nImage Array:"
print image
print "\nImage Array2:"
print image2
imageSum = np.cumsum(image)
print '\nMatrix Cumlulative Sum is: '
print imageSum
print '\nCalculated color value average is: '
print np.sum(image)/image.size
print "\nColor value average using numpy average function for comparison:"
print np.average(image)
print "\nAverage of two test images:"
testsAverages = (image/2 + image2/2)
print testsAverages
cv2.imwrite('test_image_average_wrong.jpg', testsAverages)
print "\nFlipped image array:"
imageFlip = np.fliplr(image)
print imageFlip
cv2.imwrite('test_image_flip.jpg', imageFlip)

imageBW = (image > 128)*255
print "\nNew B&W array:"
print imageBW
cv2.imwrite('test_image_bw.jpg', imageBW)

Terminal Ouput

